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When you start a new
geologic project or assignment, you will need to
know what reports and
maps already have been
done inthat area.
chances are good that
Arizona Geological Survey
Open-File Report (Om)
96-6, which we recently
released, can save you or
your staff a tremendous
amount of time. In fact,
the time saved on just one
project might be enough
to pay for the entire
report. OFR 96-6, a threecomponent package, is
described below.
1. Physiographicarea map. This is a
1:1,000,000-scalemap that
divides Arizona into 555
physiogmphic areas, each
with its own name such as
'Tucson Mountains" or
"Luke Basin." The map
was released as OFR 95-2a
and 2b. You may use
either Map 2a, which
shows highways, cities,
and political boundaries,
or Map 2b, which has
townships and ranges on
the base. Both maps

show physiographic areas.
page list of citations of
Figure
b 1is a~portion~of
~ sources
l of geologic
Map 2b.
information in each of the
The physiographic-area
555 physiogmphic areas,
map is a convenient point
which are listed alphabetifrom which to start
ally. Beneath each is an
searching for information
alphabetical list (by
about the geology of a
author) of references that
specific area. Once you
include all or parts of that
have identified the name
physiographic area. Each
of a physiographic area,
citation is identified by the
you can use it to find
first 40 characters of the
citations in the physiauthor@)field (from
ographic-area index,
AZGEOBIB), followed by
described below,
the year of publication
2. Physiographicand a unique reference
number. Figure 2 is a
area index. This is a 341-

Figure 1. A portion of thephysiographic-area map (OFR 95-2b) that shows
townshipsand ranges. The wide gray line is the boundary behveen the Basin
and Range Province and the TransitionZone.
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podon of the phys~pphlc-areaindex.
, *o MS-DOS floppy
. . 'disks-areincluded. Disk 1
, I
contains physiographic
a h s whose &st lettern a k
- A to L-addisk 2 inclgdes
those.fmm M to-2.
3. List of references.
This is a 312-pee alphail
. 'betical list (bj;auwor) of all
11,509.dtatiom in the
AZGEOBBdatabase. The
- listan be purchased
separately as OPR 96-1
(AZGEpBIB, Version 2.1).
Multiple citations by the
same authorare listed from

files, exported directly froin
the original database, that
can be imported into
various database programs.
Each record has 6 fields: 1)
authods), 2) year of
publication, 3) title, 4)
information following the
- colon, which includes
Thomas, N.O.,and Harbeck, G.E., Jr.
name of the s e k l or place
1967
10223
1974
10286
of publication and pubUnited States Atomic Energy C o d i o n ,
1970
10322
lisher, volume and number,
United States Bureau of LandManagement,
1973
10338
united statea ~ureauof Reclamation and
pages, etc., 5) unique
1973
10372
United stat#l Geological Survey
1979
10419
reference number, and 6)
United States Geological Survey
1979
10452
verification information.
Uranium Resource Evaluation Project
1982
10558
How to use OPR 96-6.
1979
10708
We've provided an example
1937
10923
of how to use the three
components of the d a ~ base by referring to Figures F i w 2. Partial list of rqerence M ' t a t i o ~in the Cave Creekphysiographic
area (OFR 96-6, p. 55). Only 19 of the 137 citatioas ate shown here.
. 143. Step 1 is to find the
of the
physioghphic area within
complete citation for any of hundred dtations for a
.wU& yQur project is
partial citations in the
specific area, you might
the
l~&ited,..ht'sassume that
itzsin the n6rth Rad of the
physiographic-area index.
decide that only a dozen or
.mettopolitan Phoenix area. For example, if you want to so apply to your project,
know more about the
The AZGS is committed
~i&ke1
: b +zit portion of
. @:Phgsiographic-arei map @a1 citation "Spencer,
to expand AZGEOBIB and
: ,that cave&the P h o e h
' J.E., Emer, D.F, and ~henk,
make it more accessible to
_ . area. o n close examination J. 1988 9629," refer to
users, as time and budget
the list of references (OFR
allow.
you determine that your
are project is within the Cave
!%-I),
which is shown in
Or&*
iostrl~dom.
Creek area. Step 2 is to
Ordering
instructions
are
Figure 3.
refer to the physiographicIf you follow these steps, given on page 3 of this
: used f o editing
~
these files, area index and find the
you can determine which
issue. For additional
1,. which were saved as text
Cave Creek aka. Figure 2
citations appear to be
information, please contact
files:
.
shows pat of the reference pertinent. Those are the
Rick Tmpp at the AZGS.
- - - The ~ther.tyvodisks
list for the Cave Creek area. ones you will need to
The address and telephone
examine. If there are a
number are on page 4.
i y:
.rcd$tain
- - ta66-;del@@ed
.-. , ASCII Step 3 is to And the
.
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Figam 3. Apo~t&nof the l& of refetences(OFR 96-1, p. US).
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New Publications
The Arizona Geological

_ Survey released the follow. . ing publications since
- February 1996:
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Uranium distribution in
sediments of the lower
San Pedro Valley, southeast Arizona, and implications for indoor radon:
R. C. Harris, 1996, OpenReport 96-2 (Pub.
number OFR 96-2), 10 p.,
map scale 1:100,000. $5.00
The study area locally
contains slightly elevated
uranium concentrations in
diatomaceous basin-fill
sediment. No residences
are nearby. Average radon
levels in homes that were
tested are only slightly
above the statewide
average, but are below the
EPA action level.
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- of the Kofa Butte 7.5'
-

quadrangles), Yuma and
La Paz Counties, Arizona:

scale 1:24,000. $6.75
Most bedrock exposures
are Miocene calc-alkaline
volcanic rocks of the Kofa
volcanic field. Crystalline
two major south-side-down
orrnal faults that transect
north-central part of the
p area. The basement

intruded amphibolite-

granitoids are in contact

with low-metamorphic
grade argillites of probable
Mesozoic age. The study
area is in a northeast-tilt
domain in which the oldest
volcanic strata are tilted at
least 45". Along a strikenormal cross section ;cross
the widest part of the study
area, the total amount of
extension is at least 62
percent, and, locally, more
than 80 percent. The area
includes a number of
mineralized zones, all of
which have been prospected or mined.
Publications of the
Arizona Geological
Survey (1988-1995):
T. G. McGarvin and R. A.
Trapp, 1996, Open-File
Report 96-4 (Pub. number
OPR 96-4), 16 p. $2.50
The Arizona Geological
Survey (AZGS) became a
stand-alone State agency
July 1, 1988. This report
lists the geologic maps and
reports that have been
released in the 7.5 years
since. The list includes 165
maps and reports that were
completed by AZGS
geologists and 75 that were
contributed by other
geologists to be made
available to the public. It
does not include reports
that were published outside
the AZGS.

identified. Most of these
topogmc .,~cally-distinct
surfa
2:: in the lower
can1 ,n and upper piedmont and easy to separate
by elevation and degree of
stream dissection. Elsewhere, mature soils with
red, clay-rich horizons
indicate that most surficial
deposits in the area are of
Pleistocene age. This
suggests that the present
interglacial climate of the
last 11,000 years has not
been conducive for sediment transport and deposition. Overall, the Holocene
has been a period of
landscape stability. , .
;
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Physiographic area kdex
for AZGEOBIB v. 2.1
(including AZGS OFR
96-1 and OFR 95-2):
R. A. Trapp, 1996, OpenFile Report 96-6 (Pub.
number OFR 96-6), 655 p.,
six 3.5-inch MS-DOS floppy
disks, and 2 sheets, scale
1:1,000,000. $65.00
This report is potentially
so important to the geologic community that we
featured it on the cover of
this issue.

History of stratigraphic
name usage for Tertiary
rock units in the Superstition and Goldfield
Mountains area: R. A.
Trapp, 1996, Open-File
Geomorphologyand
Report 96-7 (Pub. number
sudicial geology of -.;. ~ .c!
$: 2OPR
~ 96-71>17 p. $2.50
Garden Canyon,
This area has been a - :
Huachuca Mountains,
fertile birthing ground for -.
stratigraphic names. The
Arizona: Gary Huckleauthor has reconciled
berry, 1996, Open-Pile
diverse and conflicting
Report 96-5 (Pub. number
name usage. Current
OFR 96-51, 19 p., 1 map,
geologic mapping in the
scale 1:12,000. $6.00
Five alluvial-fan and two area has provided impetus
stream-terrace surfaces were for the project.

How to
Order Them

'

You may purchase
publications at the AZGS
office or by mail. Address
mail orders to AZGS
Publications, 41 6 W.
Congress St., Suite 100,
Tucson, AZ 85701.
Orders are shipped by
UPS, which requires a
street address for delivery.
All mail orders must be
prepaid by a check or
money order payable in
U.S. dollars to the Arizona
Geological Survey or by
Master Card or VISA. Do
not send cash. Order by
publication number and
add these shipping and
handling charges to your
total order:

CHARGES
In the United States:
Less than

$1.01, add $1.00

10.01- 20.00, add 4.50
20.01- 30.00, add 5.75
30.01- 40.00, add 6.50
40.01- 50.00,add 8.00
50.01- 100.00, add 1035
Over 100.00,add 12Y

Shipping and handling charges include
insurance. For rolled
maps, add $1 .OO for a
mailing tube.
.:-. If you purchase Open- File Reports, Contributed
Maps, or Contributed
:-.Peports at the AZGS
-:-office, allow up to two
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ARIZONA
LEGISLATUREStatus of Bills, 15 April 1996
'

SB 1075 (continues Oil
and Gas Conservation
Commission and Department of Mines and Mineral
Resources): signed by
the Govemor.

SB 1126 (reclassifies
producing oil, gas, helium,
and geothermal properties):
passed by the Senate, but
died in the House.
SB 1144 (mineral lease
trade secrets): signed by
the Governor.
SB 1155 (continues
Board of Technical
~e~istrahon):
signed by
the Govemor.

GEOPHYSICAL MAPS
The Arizona Geological
Survey entered into a
cooperative agreement with
the University of Arizona
Geophysical Society to sell
three 1:1,000,000-scalecolor
maps that the Society
published: Residual A m magneticMap of Arizona,
1970 (Pub. number NP-13,
$10.00); Depth-to-Bedrock
Map, Basin and Range
ProYince, Arizona, 1980
(Pub. number NP-14,
$10.00), and Residual
Bouguer Grauity Anomaly
Map of Arizona, 1980 (Pub.
number NP-15, $10.00). If
you need to have the maps
mailed, please use the Pub.
number when ordering and
add shipping and handling
costs, which are listed on
page 3 of this issue.

SB 1380 (gives the State
Mine Inspector the responsibility for administering the
Mined-Land Reclamation
Act): passed by the Senate,
amended by the House,
aqd.. returned
L-..
..-':-:-:. to. - ,the
- .Senate.
, , .. .
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This book is a list of earthscience-education materials
and services that are
available from the 50 State
Geological Surveys in the
United States and the
Association of American
State Geologists (AASG).
The book, the AASGEarth
ScienceEducation Source
Book, was compiled by
Robert H. Fakundiny and
Neil H. Suneson from the
New York State Geological
Survey and the Oklahoma
Geological Survey, respectively. This compendium is
intended to be a quick
reference for teachers who
need resources for their
classes, but might also be
useful to postsecondary
I teachers, hobbyists, and

'
I
1

mineral and fossil collectors. The book is patterned
after, and intended to
complement, the EarthScience Education Resource
Directory that was published by the American
Geological Institute. The
AASG plans to periodically
update the Source Book.
A paper copy of the
MSG book may be purchased from the Arizona
Geological Survey for
$12.00. A 3.5 inch MS-DOS
floppy disk is included.
Please use Pub. number
NP-16 when ordering and
refer to page 3 of this issue
for shipping and handling
charges.

I

COMING EVENTS
"Minerals in Society" Summer Academies, sponsored by the Arizona Mining
Association: Phoenix, June 9-14; Tucson, July 28-August 2. For details call
(602) 2664416.
Arizona Hydrological Society Symposium: Prescott, September 12-14. For
details call Doug Bartlett [(602) 861-7409] or Abe Springer [(520) 523-7138].
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AASO EARTH SCIENCE EDUCATION
SOURCE BOOK
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Arizona Geological Suruey
416 West Congress, Suite 100
Tucson, AZ 85701 ?;.f-+ '.. i .
.'
Tel: (520) 770-3500 : , .<.:;:- . .'!..:. ;'.
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